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Executive Summary 

The purpose of the Environment Report is to describe in detail the architecture, functionality, and 
performance issues of the existing application.  Not having a regular feedback and maintenance cycle 
over 8 years has resulted in build up of known issues.  IGIS Technologies has conducted a review of all 
components of the application:  network, servers, web  application, database, map layers, and user 
roles. With this information compiled into an organized report, priorities and decisions can be made on 
a design that minimizes the chance of repeating these issues. 

In this survey of the environment, details were gathered from a variety of sources.  The ‘ARMS widget 
list’ is an itemized record of all customer service items.  The ‘ARMS Known Issues list’ is a description of 
known problems and suggested fixes.  The current ARMS Wiki page was unavailable but an archived 
version of these documents was held by IGIS Technologies and is referenced.  In addition, interviews 
were done with DCA IT, ARMS, HPD, and stakeholders to gather further input about issues they have 
seen.  

The Environment Report presented here was organized in a way to set up DCA for the next deliverable 
where requirements are defined.  There will be empty fields in the worksheets that are placeholders for 
DCA reviewers to make decisions on its data and functional priorities.  The database and application 
issues are setup in worksheets with filters so that DCA will be able to quickly query categories like ‘User 
Interface’ issues so it can set its priorities in an organized and focused fashion in the 3rd deliverable.  

 

Table 1.0 General findings 

Area Summary 

Server Architecture Description:  There are 2 instances of the application on DCA IT Servers. 
Findings::  There is no development environment.  The Test Instance is 
not the same as the Production Instance and therefore may not reliably 
predict the behavior of modifications to the production environment.. 
Current server architecture may not be sufficiently robust to 
accommodate further expansion of the overall application. 

Server Software Description:  A  listing of all software was created.  
Findings: The application utilizes outdated software versions, some of 
which are no longer supported by the respective software vendors. The 
current configuration consists of: Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7.1 
Microsoft 2003 Web Components, Windows Server 2008, ArcGIS Server 
9.3.1, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2  
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Network Description:  DCA is served with high bandwidth fiber internet. The 
path of information requests was traced through the DCA network 
configuration. Findings: It was found that internal user requests are 
being asked to travel outside the firewall and then back in which causes 
a delay. 
 

Database Description:   All fields, formats, and descriptions were documented.  
Findings:  18 SQL Server tables were found to be in use.  There are 
many references to legacy tables from Oracle DB.  Some are being 
accessed and some are not.  

File Directories Description:  The servers were logged into remotely to view the 
properties of the disk.  
Findings:   There are 6 directories on application server that hold 
NMCRIS files.  Two most important are an LA folder containing 105GB 
and an HCPI folder containing 29.3GB.  The view, upload, and download 
functions used to access these directories are not standardized across 
the application. Additionally, no central portal exists from which to 
access the various reports; each directory has its own entry point.  
 

Roles and Privileges Description:  Data integrity within the application is maintained by a 
number of database roles with varying permissions.  There are 12 roles 
that have been unchanged since the creation of NMCRIS. 
Finding:  Comments gathered from stakeholders suggest that the 
current arrangement of roles and privileges unnecessarily restricts 
functionality for certain roles.  

Reports Description:  There are 19 methods that produce reportable NMCRIS 
information.  
Findings:  Stakeholder feedback suggests that some of these reports are 
incomplete or do not return the most useful information. Some reports 
may be redundant. Additionally, HPD annual reporting and billing needs 
are not currently handled by NMCRIS. 

Disaster Recovery Description:  DCA IT was interviewed about their backup and disaster 
recovery protocol.  
Findings:  A local backup of the NMCRIS application and data exists. 
And a remote backup exists at the State Library.  Shadow copies are 
imaged every 4 hours. 

Known Issues Description:  A list of known NMCRIS issues was provided by ARMS. 
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This was examined and clarified along with input about applications 
issues from various stakeholder discussions. 
Findings:  The list of issues were catalogued and refined to a total of 
275 issues.  The top areas with issues were: 1)User Experience-106, and 
2)User Interface-82. 
 

Existing Technical Architecture 

Internet  

The internet service provider is the State of NM with a contract to CenturyLink.  They provide service to 
the State of NM.   There is a variety of internet performance that can be seen through speed tests with 
a handful of users at HPD and at ARMS.  Here are the results: 

Table 2.0 Internet speed tests 

User Download Upload Location 

Derek Pierce 90 mbps 79 mbps ARMS (upstairs) 

Scott Geister 9.5 mbps 7.5 mbps ARMS 

Kendall McGowan 54.7 mbps 84.4 mbps ARMS 

Richele Lake 13.8 mbps 48.4 mbps ARMS 

Cortney Wands  10.3 mbps 86.5 mbps ARMS 

Damian Jaramillo 47.5 mbps 10 mbps Bataan 

Michelle Ensey 23.9 mbps 1.8 mbps Bataan 

Steven Moffson 35.8 mbps 8.54 mbps Bataan 

 

In addition to slow or intermittent speeds, Scott and Kendall report problems in establishing an internet 
connection when machines are idle (first connection in the morning or when returning from lunch 
break) 

DCA IT reports that there is a 50mbps fiber line that serves the Bataan building and PED building.  It has 
multiple patch panels that distribute internet through the building.  For the entire Museum Hill Campus, 
there is a 100mbps line that serves internet.  Due to the small number of users at ARMS and the wide 
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range in reported values, it begs for some onsite tests to check Network Interface Cards, routers, and 
switches.  ARMS has critical functionality as a support center for a statewide system. 

System architecture  

For the purposes of this report, there are legacy names in the application and database that use 3 
terms:  NMCRIS, ENMCRIS, and E-NMCRIS.  They all refer to the same application despite being called 
out differently in the system and in this report.  

The current NMCRIS system architecture consists of 3 Virtual Machines (VM) within the DCA Network 
(Application, Database, and Test servers).  Storage of VM backups are located on the DoIT Network. 
Domain Name System (DNS) rerouting is done to create a virtual Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) for security 
purposes on the NMCRIS Application Server.  DCA workstations are on the network and can connect 
through the network to data and services. 

Application Server 

Stores and hosts the NMCRIS application, ArcGIS Server and services, and associated files. The 
application server has open communication with the database server using the default 433 port, which 
connects the application with the associated databases. It also acts as the web server and hosts the 
Domain Name Service (DNS) to allow traffic via a proxy through the firewall. The web server ensures the 
user can access the NMCRIS application URL from the internet. Since the web server hosts the DNS for 
the NMCRIS application as an additional level of security, it essentially fills the role of a DMZ, a 
component which otherwise does not exist in the NM Architecture.  
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Database Server 

Contains the databases associated with the NMCRIS application and ArcGIS Server authentication 
tables. The database server also stores the GIS related data (SDE) that feeds the ArcGIS Server services.  

 

The database server also has stored procedures, scheduled tasks, and server logs to assist tracking 
issues and activities.  

 

The NMCRIS System Architecture diagram is a result of multiple conversations and diagram iterations 
with DCA IT.  
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Figure 3.0 NMCRIS system architecture diagram  
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Hardware and network components  

Hardware and network components were derived from computer and system properties stored on each 
server. The information was extracted from the servers by establishing a remote desktop connection to 
each VM and conducting a search on computer and hardware properties. The information is populated 
in the tables below.  

The existing hardware, software, and network components have been identified for the Test, 
Application, and Database servers. The current NMCRIS environment does not include a separate 
development environment. The development environment was the property of IGIST and migrated 
from Amazon Web Services (AWS) into what is now the application and database servers.  Thereafter 
the AWS Development instance was terminated. 

The three servers are virtual machines hosted on the DCA network and managed by DCA IT. None of the 
three systems are identical. A typical environment would have replicated machines between Test and 
Production (application server), to ensure an accurate evaluation of performance.  

DCA IT provided a diagram for VMWare Server details, presented here as Appendix A: VMWare Server 
Details. 
 

 

Table 4.0 Server specifications 

164.64.52.202 (Test Server) 

Name Type 

Computer ACPI x64-based PC 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5640 @2.67 GHz 2.66 GHz 
Intel 82371AB/EB PCI to ISA 
Intel 82443BX Pentium(R) II Processor to PCI Bridge 

RAM 4 GB 

System Type 64-bit Operating System 

Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 

Computer Name NMCRISTEST 

Domain dca.lcl 

Full Name NMCRISTEST.dca.lcl 
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Network Adaptor Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 

Disk Drive VMware Virtual Disk SCSI 

Adaptors Standard VGA Graphics Adaptor 

Ports COM & LPT 

 

164.64.52.196 (Application Server) 

Name Type 

Computer ACPI x64-based PC 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 0 @2.50 GHz 2.50 GHz (2 
Processors) 

RAM 8 GB 

System Type 64-bit Operating System 

Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2008 

Computer Name NMCRIS 

Domain dca.lcl 

Full Name NMCRIS.dca.lcl 

Network Adaptor Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 

Disk Drive VMware Virtual Disk SCSI 

Adaptors Standard VGA Graphics Adaptor 

Ports COM & LPT 

 

164.64.52.195 (Database Server) 

Name Type 

Computer ACPI x64-based PC 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 0 @2.50 GHz 2.50 GHz (2 
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Processors) 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5640 (8 Cores) 

RAM 12 GB 

System Type 64-bit Operating System 

Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2008 

Computer Name dcaarcdb 

Domain dca.lcl 

Full Name dcaarcdb.dca.lcl 

Network Adaptor Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 

Disk Drive VMware Virtual Disk SCSI 

Adaptors Standard VGA Graphics Adaptor 

Ports COM & LPT 

 

Software components 

Information about the software components was extracted from the servers by establishing a remote 
desktop connection to each VM, conducting a search within Control Panel > Programs and Features. 
Also, a thorough review of the C://Program Files and C://Program Files (x86) folders, identified software 
not listed in the Program and Features install list. The information is populated in the tables below.  

The purpose of the Test Environment is to evaluate the current production application. The Test Server 
consists of both the Database Server and the Application Server software installs and associated data. 
The Test Environment is not part of the legacy application environment. Thus, the components of the 
Test Server do not align with the application hardware, network, or software versions installed on the 
Application (production) Server. Therefore the Test Environment is inadequate to fully test the behavior 
of modifications to the production environment.  

The Application Server consists of the necessary software to host, edit, and serve the NMCRIS 
application. It also hosts the ArcGIS software required for the NMCRIS Map services and geospatial 
data.  

The Database Server consists of the necessary software to host and edit the NMCRIS databases. The 
Database Server also hosts ArcGIS Software required to edit data stored in Esri Spatial Database Engine 
(SDE). 
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Table 5.0 Software specifications 

164.64.52.202 (Test Server) 

Purpose Name 

Operating System Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Enterprise 

Application Microsoft .NET Framework 4.7.1 
Microsoft 2003 Web Components 
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 
Microsoft Report Viewer 2008 SPI 
Internet Information Services (IIS) 

Browser Internet Explorer Browser 

Ancillary Microsoft Visual Studios Tools for Application 2.0 ENU 
SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) 
SQLRestore 
Notepad 

 

 

 
164.64.52.196 (Application Server) 

Purpose Name 

Operating System Microsoft Windows Server 2008 

Application ArcGIS License Manager 
ArcGIS Server 9.3.1 for Microsoft .NET Framework 
Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 Manager 
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 
Microsoft Server 2008 (64-bit) 

Browser Internet Explorer Browser 
Mozilla Firefox 48.0 (x86) 

Ancillary Adobe Flash Player 10 Plugin 
Adobe Reader X (10.1.16) 
ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1 
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ATI Display Driver 
Headless Server Registry Update 
HP Array Configuration Utility/CLI/Diagnostic Utility 
HP Insight Diagnostics Online Edition for Windows 
HP Insight Management Agents 
HP Lights-out Configuration Utility 
HP ProLiant Integrated Management Log Viewer 
HP ProLiant Remote Monitor Service 
HP Smart Array SAS/SATA Event Notification Service 
HP System Management Home Page 
HP Version Control Agent 
Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Redistributable 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable 
Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 
Microsoft Windows SDK for Visual Studio 2008 SP1 
Microsoft Silverlight 
OCS Inventory NG Agent 2.0.3.0 
Python 2.5.1 
Symantec Backup Exec Remote Agent for Windows 
VMware Tools 
WinMerge 2.12.4 
WinPcap 4.2.2 
WinRAR Archiver 
WinZip 14.5 
Wireshark 1.8.6(32-bit) 

 

164.64.52.195 (Database Server) 

Purpose Name 

Operating System Microsoft SQL Server 2008 

Application ArcGIS ArcSDE for SQL Server for Windows 64 
ArcGIS License Manager 
ArcGIS Server 9.3.1  
for Microsoft .NET Framework 
Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 Manager 
Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.2 
Microsoft Server 2008 (64-bit) 
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Microsoft Windows SDK for Visual Studio 2008 SP1 

Browser Internet Explorer Browser 
Mozilla Firefox 44.0.2 (x86) 

Ancillary 7-Zip 4.65 
ArcGIS Desktop 9.3 
Adobe Air 
Adobe Flash Player 10 Plugin 
Adobe Reader (9.5.2) 
ATI Display Driver 
Headless Server Registry Update 
HP Array Configuration Utility/CLI/Diagnostic Utility 
HP Insight Diagnostics Online Edition for Windows 
HP Insight Management Agents 
HP Lights-out Configuration Utility 
HP ProLiant Integrated Management Log Viewer 
HP ProLiant Remote Monitor Service 
HP Smart Array SAS/SATA Event Notification Service 
HP System Management Home Page 
HP Version Control Agent 
Knowledge Xpert 
Microsoft Silverlight 
Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 Redistributable 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable 
Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2008 Express Edition 
Microsoft Web Platform Installer 2.0 
OCS Inventory NG Agent 2.0.3.0 
Oracle Data Provider for .NET help 
Programmer’s Notepad 2 
Python 2.5.1 
Quest Software Toad for SQL Server/Data Modeler/Data 
Analysts 
Symantec Backup Exec Remote Agent for Windows 
Toad for Oracle 10.5 
Trend Micro OfficeScan Client 
VMware Tools 
WinPcap 4.1.2 
WinRAR Archiver 
WinSCP 4.3.4 
WinZip 14.5 
Wireshark 1.8.6(32-bit) 
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ArcGIS Server 9.3.1 Components 

ArcGIS Users and Groups are accounts created on the server as part of the initial COTS install. The 
accounts can be located in the Windows Server Manager software. These accounts must exist for 
ArcGIS Server software and services to perform correctly.  The GIS server is composed of a server object 
manager (SOM) and server object containers (SOCs). The SOM and SOC are processes that run on a 
machine; therefore, a single machine can act as both a SOM and a SOC in an ArcGIS Server 
configuration. The NMCRIS Application Server hosts both the SOM and SOC. 

User Accounts for ArcGIS Server include: 

1. ArcGISSOC, also known as Server object containers (SOCs), host the services that are managed 
by the SOM. All services run on all container machines, so it's important that all container 
machines have access to the resources and data necessary to run each service. You can set the 
capacity value of a SOC machine to limit the number of running services it can host at one time. 
Each container machine is capable of hosting multiple container processes, which are processes 
in which one or more services are running. The SOM starts and shuts down the container 
processes. The objects hosted within the container processes are ArcObjects components that 
are installed on the container machine as part of the installation of ArcGIS Server. 

2. ArcGISSOM, also known as server object manager (SOM), manages the set of services that are 
distributed across one or more SOCs. When an application makes a direct connection to a GIS 
server over a LAN or WAN, it is making a connection to the SOM. The SOM essentially acts as a 
broker  

3. ArcGISWebServices is the account that accesses the web services on the Server Manager. It is 
used to process web service requests. It is used internally between the web server and the GIS 
server when a user makes a connection via the internet. 

  

Groups for ArcGIS Server include: 

1. agsadmin is the administrator user account for the server. Users that need to administer ArcGIS 
Server (creating SOCs for instance) should be added to the agsadmin group. 

2. agsusers is a user group that can be connected with accounts granted access to ArcGIS Server.  

Both accounts must be local accounts and are required for Windows working groups. The groups are 
created as part of the software install. 

  

ArcGIS Server Services 
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1. ArcSOM is described as the broker for requests to various services. It runs using the ArcGISSOM 
user account described above.  

2. ArcSOC services logs messages generated by services and assists with cleaning directories 
3. ArcSDE Service is a service required for  users and services to establish connection between the 

ArcServer and the database. The NMCRIS application uses a three tier connection to ArcSDE with 
the giomgr running on port 5151 on DCA_ARCDB.  If the ArcSDE service is not running, then the 
NMCRIS application will not work. 

 

 

Source: http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisserver/9.2/dotnet/manager/administration/how_gis_svr_works.htm 

 

ArcGIS Server Instances 

The NMCRIS Application Server has 3 instances of ArcGIS Server: NMCRIS_Repository1, 
NMCRIS_Repository2 and NMCRIS_Repository3. In order to provide protected access to the NMCRIS 
web services by ArcGIS Desktop users, the original NMCRIS instance was set so that its services were 
not permitted to allow Internet access at all, called NMCRIS_Repository1.  A second NMCRIS instance 
was created; it is password protected, and allows Internet access.  This instance has four roles 
associated with it: InternalEditor, ExternalEditor, InternalViewer, and ExternalViewer, and currently 
only the ExternalViewer is being used (e.g. it alone has permissions associated with it).  This second 
instance allows users to have access to the five NMCRIS web services from their local client of ArcGIS 
Desktop.  Users gain access to the instance by creating a new GIS Server internet connection using the 
following URL :  https://nmcris.dca.state.nm.us/nmcris_repository2/services.  The second instance 
automatically redirects users to a login page with the username and password requirements to 
establish a connection. The purpose of the NMCRIS_Repository 3 is currently unknown. 

ArcGIS Map Services 

There are 4 local map services used by the NMCRIS application as follows and one service supported by 
ArcGIS Online: 

Nmcris (nmcris)– The main service pointing to the ArcMap document which contains the layers to be 
used for editing and viewing.  Layers which may be used for snapping are also included in the nmcris 
service. 

nmcrisedit – A background service that contains all the layers to be edited as well as other layers used 
for processing edits.  For example, the UTM layer is used for determining which UTM zone the feature 
being saved is located in.  

nmcris_background (Background Reference Layers) – A cached service which points to the DRGs (which 
came from ArcGIS Online Services) used by the application as well as some other data (ie. Counties and 
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towns).   Any changes made to the related ArcMap project will require the user to re-cache the service. 
The caching parameters are defined within the service properties. 

Ags_online (Satellite Imagery) – Points to the ArcGIS Online Services data.  

naipNM (NAIP imagery of New Mexico) – This service was added to allow for the successful printing of 
NAIP imagery with the out-of-box map printing capability of ArcGIS Server 

ArcGIS SDE 

The data being used by the ArcGIS Server-based web application resides within a SQL Server/ArcSDE 
environment. The ArcMap applications that are tied to the ArcGIS Server services point to this data.  

The database in SQL Server holding the geospatial data for NMCRIS is “gisdata”. Within the database 
are all the necessary SDE tabular additions to support the data for geospatial consumption within 
services and client installs. 

User Roles for Editing 

The CSA roles reflect the roles defined in CTA.  When generating a new user using CTA functionality, the 
user is assigned a role.  Depending upon the user’s roles that user will have the ability to edit certain 
types of layers in CSA.  Following are the types of roles defined within CSA: 

● Users that may not edit any types of layers 
● Users that may edit Archaeology Layers 
● Users that may edit Architecture and Properties/Districts Layers 
● Users that may edit Archaeology, Architecture, and Properties/Districts Layers 

Depending upon a user’s role, a list of available layers appears on the Editor panel.  If a user does not 
have permission to edit any layers, upon opening the Editor panel, the user will receive a message 
stating that no layers are available for editing.  Otherwise the list of layers will reflect all layers available 
for editing.  The following list outlines the layers available for Archaeology, Architecture and 
Properties/Districts editing: 

● Archaeology Layer List: 
o Archaeological Surveys (Edit) 
o Site Boundaries (Edit) 

● Architecture Layer List: 
o Historic Structures (Edit) 
o Buildings (Edit) 
o Objects (Edit) 
o Linear Resources (Edit) 

● Properties/Districts Layer List: 
o Register Properties (Edit) 
o Districts (Edit) 

There is a single spatial view defined within the application.  The view name is called VW_Activities. The 
View combines the Activities layer with other tables and geographic features related to activities 
located in both the ENMCRSCTA and the gisdata databases.  The purpose of the View is to provide 
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attribute values upon identifying a feature from the Archaeological Surveys layer.  The attributes have 
aliases defined within ArcGIS Server.  

Source: NMCRIS_Sysytem_Documentation_2010 

ArcGIS Server Software Limitations 

Since the deployment of ArcGIS 10.0, the majority of the aforementioned server components are no 
longer supported. Future architectures will no longer require or support the current configuration. 
There is no ArcSDE post installer and no service required for SDE connections.  

Network issues retrieving electronic documents 

The purpose of this investigation is to troubleshoot issues related to document retrieval for internal and 
external clients. In various instances, the NMCRIS Application allows users to make a request to view, 
download, and upload documents. Users have expressed a severe delay in document retrieval and 
display.  In live video interviews the delay in opening a resource report was between 2-3 minutes. 
Furthermore, it has been reported that the request sometimes fails all together.  In order to investigate 
the issue, a quick review of the Windows Application log was conducted. Within the log, several 
instances of HTTP timeout activities were logged. Log details specified NMCRIS CTA Activity as the 
culprit. The CTA files consist of the electronic document storage commands. Based on the 
aforementioned, a review of the network communication was necessary. IGIST compiled the following 
information through discussions with DCA IT and additional research. 

1. Transactional Request  

A transactional request is how data is communicated across the internet using HTTP and 
services. It is most often described as a payload. For these purposes, a transaction refers to a 
request from the user to view, download, or upload a document to/from the Application Server. 

2. External Client without a Firewall 

A client would access the NMCRIS Application using login authentication through an HTTP 
request, which creates a token. When accessing documents,  the client sends a GET 
transactional request that must cross the firewall.  A request is sent through the DoIT DMZ via 
DNS, which communicates with a DCA network switch, routes to the Application Server, and 
finds the document on the storage drive.  The return route sends information back through the 
switch, through the firewall, and then to client. 

3. Internal Client / Client Behind a Firewall 

Clients requests behind a firewall must travel twice the digital “distance” through the network, 
as it must cross the network and firewall twice to fulfill the same request as an external client. 
Internal clients access the NMCRIS Application in the same manner as external clients using an 
HTTP login authentication. However, the request must be sent through the network and to the 
“world” to initiate the application authentication. Then if a document is requested to view or 
download, the request must travel through the network switch, past the firewall, to the “world” 
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as an HTTP GET request, and then back through the firewall and back into the network for 
retrieval from the storage drive on the Application Server.  Then it makes the same journey back 
to the client.  

 

Figure 6.0 Network transactional request diagram 

 

 

Database tables 

In an effort to understand the relationship between the NMCRIS databases and the application, 
multiple sessions of application exploration and database queries were conducted.  As part of the 
database review process, a Google Sheet was created. Within the NMCRIS_Tables spreadsheet are 7 
sheets. The sheets provide: database and table descriptions, table names, table use, field names, field 
type, field use, and recommended actions. Where applicable, the NMCRIS database spreadsheets 
identify the application component to which a table or field is tied.  

Additionally, SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) creates and stores internal diagrams of table 
relationships within databases. These diagrams were saved as JPGs and the links are provided in this 
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document. Using  SSMS, it can be determined that NMCRIS uses roughly 20 tables to store its core 
information.  The code suggests remnant links to the legacy Oracle DB.  These may be lookup tables 
that were never converted to SQL Server, links to legacy data documents and reports, or dead links. 
During a migration to the new system, there will need to be decisions on what to do with these 
references to the Oracle DB. 

IGIST worked through the database tables in web conference sessions with Kendall McGowan using her 
role 21 HPD Archaeologist with DCA.  She gave some input about the relationships between tables and 
input mechanisms within the NMCRIS application. She also provided some input about tables used in 
the current process of Microsoft Access query building and suggestions for comprehensive field names 
in a future state.  

IGIST also conducted an interview and workflow session with Derek Pierce. These sessions provided 
insight into the tables used for billing within the NMCRIS database. The session also discussed the 
future state of the billing tables. These actions were added to the database table spreadsheets. 

Finally, where the ARMS staff’s knowledge of the  relationship between the application and database 
was incomplete, IGIST conducted a review of the source code. When possible, a field or table was 
verified that it was being  called by a specific NMCRIS function.  

Enterprise Database Schema Diagrams 

There are three sections of database schema descriptions. These diagrams show the relationship 
connections between tables that are tied to specific fields. A table and SQL diagram were created for 
each section of the NMCRIS database.  

1. Database authorization table/diagram 
2. Activity table/diagram 
3. Reporting table/diagram. 

 

Database Authorization 

The diagram provided as Appendix B: Database User Authentication Tables depicts the related tables 
for database user authentication. It joins tables related to organization type, organization name, 
database user, and database user role. The relationship table below illustrates the table names, key 
fields, and related tables for the diagram.  

 

7.0 Database authorization relationship table 

Table Primary Key  Foreign Key   Related Table 

tlk_OrganizationType iOrganizationTypeID gDBOrganizationID tbl_DBOrganization 

tbl_DBOrganization gDBOrganizationID gDBUserID tbl_DBUser 
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tbl_DBUser gDBUserID iDBUserRoleID tbl_DBUserxRole 

tbl_DBUserxRole iDBUserRoleID iUserRoleID tlk_UserRole 

 

NMCRIS Core Tables 

The following tables are the core NMCRIS tables with associated key fields and database relationships. 
These are only the relationships that are currently connected. It does not include tables that are no 
longer used or legacy tables that are viewed through the application but are no longer populated with 
new data. 

8.0 NMCRIS core tables and associated key fields (working) 

Table Primary Key Foreign Key Related Table 

tbl_Invest iInvestID iInvestID tbl_InvestXResource 

tbl_Invest iInvestID iInvestID Activity_Rec_Inv 

tbl_Invest iInvestID iInvestID tbl_HCPI 

tbl_Invest iInvestID iInvestID tbl_InvestXResource 

tbl_Invest gEventID gEventID tbl_InvestXResource 

tbl_Invest gEventID gEventID ARCH_SITE 

tbl_Invest iActivityNum iActivityNum tbl_InvestXResource 

tbl_Invest iActivityNum iActivityNum tbl_HCPI 

tbl_Invest iEventStatus iEventStatus tbl_InvestXResource 

tbl_Invest gOwnerCurrent gOwnerCurrent tbl_Resource 

tbl_Invest gOwnerMaster gOwnerMaster tbl_Resource 

tbl_Invest iStatusCurrent iStatusCurrent tbl_Resource 

tbl_Invest iStatusToDo iStatusToDo tbl_Resource 

tbl_Invest bIsObsolete*** bIsObsolete*** tbl_Resource 

tbl_InvestXResource iInvestXResourceID iInvestXResourceID tbl_Resource 

tbl_InvestXResource iInvestXResourceID iInvestXResourceID tbl_ResourceDOE 

tbl_InvestXResource iInvestXResourceID iInvestXResourceID ARCH_SITE_VISIT 

tbl_InvestXResource iInvestXResourceID iInvestXResourceID tbl_HCPI 

tbl_InvestXResource iResourceID iResourceID tbl_Resource 

tbl_InvestXResource iResourceType iResourceType tbl_Resource 
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tbl_InvestXResource bIsObsolete*** bIsObsolete*** tbl_Resource 

tlk_StatusCurrent iStatusCurrent iStatusCurrent ARCH_SITE_VISIT 

tlk_StatusCurrent iStatusCurrent iStatusCurrent tbl_HCPI 

Activity_Rec_Inv ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM ASV1_ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM ARCH_SITE_VISIT 

Activity_Rec_Inv ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM AS1_ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM ARCH_SURVEY_COUNTY 

Activity_Rec_Inv ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM Activity 

ARCH_SITE_VISIT iResourceID iResourceID tbl_InvestXResource 

ARCH_SITE_VISIT iInvestXResourceID iInvestXResourceID tbl_InvestXResource 

ARCH_SITE_VISIT ARS_ARCH_SITE_NUM ARS_ARCH_SITE_NUM ARCH_SITE_FEATURE 

ARCH_SITE_VISIT ARS_ARCH_SITE_NUM ARS_ARCH_SITE_NUM ARCH_SITE_PLSS 
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9.0 NMCRIS core tables diagram 

 

***blsObsolete: exists in 17 tables to track deleted items 

Location: (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eXY5gH4z4w6KTg2u1RRR90StKSeTEvEh/view?usp=sharing) 

 

10.0 HCPI table diagram 

Since the majority of HCPI related data is stored in a single table, a diagram has been provided to 
demonstrate the relationship between the tbl_HCPI and the NMCRIS Core Tables.  
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***blsObsolete: exists in 17 tables to track deleted items 

Location: https://drive.google.com/file/d/173mUns1ar9Dm6ez03lpfqnB1ws-3PD6r/view?usp=sharing 

 

NMCRIS Billing 

There are 5 billing tables in the NMCRIS database not tied directly to the NMCRIS application and 6 
tables that are connected directly to the NMCRIS application. Table relationships connect database 
users, resources, and billing.  As identified in the database spreadsheets, tables purposed for database 
users, user roles, and resources are connected directly to the NMCRIS application through 
authentication and recorded activities. Through an involved process with Microsoft Access and data 
manipulation, billing data is extracted.  

In the future, to remove unnecessary steps in data manipulation, tables related to billing should contain 
field types that can be queried in either SQL Server or Microsoft Access.  

The following billing tables were identified in the NMCRIS database and ARE tied directly to NMCRIS 
user inputs: 

11.0 NMCRIS billing tables user input 

Table Name Table Description 

tbl_BillingAuditTrail Contains data related to billing 
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tbl_BillingProductList Contains data related to survey size and associated billing 

tbl_BillingRunArchive Archived data for billing cycle run for accounts receivable 

tbl_BillingRunLast Last billing cycle run for accounts receivable 

tbl_BillingRunTrial 

Populated for informational purposes on the billing cycle for accounts 

receivable.  Used for QC purposes. 

 

The following billing tables supply information to the billing functions.  They were identified in the 
NMCRIS database but are NOT tied directly to NMCRIS user inputs.  

12.0 NMCRIS billing tables no user input 

Table Name Table Description 

tbl_DBOrganization 

List of organizations and associated details - this could be a duplicate 

effort with Agency tables 

tbl_DBUser Table of users and applicable information 

tbl_DBUserxRole Linked table for global DB user ID, role, and record enter date 

tbl_Invest 

Created in 2011 to replace 'Activity' table. It contains info about cultural 

resource investigations (e.g., Performing Agency, Investigation Type.) 

tbl_InvestBilling_20110701 Billing Rate Table with itemized costs 

tbl_InvestxResource 

 

Determination of eligibility; bridge between invest and resource 

tbl_Resource 

The resource piece for the investxresource.  It contains Information 
about archaeological sites, historic architectural resources, and register 
properties. Resource count is most important for billing purposes. 

tlk_OrganizationType Lookup table for organizations 

tlk_StatusCurrent Lookup table for status of resource 

tlk_UserRole 

Shows record status code values for NMCRIS survey and resource data. 

Also mentions status code for Oracle-based application, LA form on 

NMCRIS, and used for billing 
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NMCRIS Activity 

The diagram provided as Appendix C: NMCRIS Activity Tables depicts the related tables for registered 
activities, associated reports, associated surveys, site registration data, and record type. The 
diagrammed relationship could be a component of legacy database design. The table relationships are 
specifically associated with the NAIF and LA documentation. If tables are not connected by fields, they 
are marked N/A. The tables are related by purpose -- not functionality.  The relationship table below 
illustrates the table names, key fields, and related tables for the diagram.  

 

 

13.0 NMCRIS activity diagram relationship table 

Table Primary Key Foreign Key  Related Table 

REPORT REPORT_NUM N/A N/A 

ARCH_SURVEY ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM ACTIVITY_NUM ACTIVITY 

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY_NUM ARS_ARCH_SITE_NUM 
ACT_ACTIVITY_NUM 

ARCH_SITE_LINK 

ACTIVITY_REC_INV ARI_ID N/A N/A 

 

 

NMCRIS Reporting 

The reporting diagram provided as Appendix D: NMCRIS Reporting Tables depicts the relationship 
between tables associated with reporting, however it appears to be legacy specific. The relationship 
table below illustrates the table names, key fields, and related tables for the diagram.  

 

14.0 NMCRIS reporting diagram relationship table 

Table Primary Key Foreign Key Related Table 

AGENCY AGENCY_NUM AGENCY_NUM AGENCY 

ACTIVITY ACTIVITY_NUM N/A N/A 

PUB_TYPE_CODE PUB_TYPE_CODE PTC_PUB_TYPE_CODE REPORT 

REPORT REPORT_NUM REP_REPORT_NUM REPORT_OTHER_NOS 
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REPORT RSC_RECORD_STATUS_
CODE 

RECORD_STATUS_COD
E 

RECORD_STATUS_COD
E 

REPORT RFLC1_RPT_FILING_LO
C_CODE 

RPT_FILING_LOC_CODE RPT_FILING_LOC_CODE 

REPORT REPORT_NUM ReportxHPDLogID REPORT_HPD_LOG_NO
S 

 

 

Database Item Definition 

For each table, a review of the fields was conducted. The purpose of the field review was to identify the 
origin, the purpose, the field type, the NMCRIS application connection, and the use.  In the next 
deliverable the future course of action for the field will be completed. See Appendix E: Database Item 
Definitions for a  spreadsheet containing all information gathered. The table below describes the 
information in each sheet.  

 

15.0 NMCRIS_Table spreadsheet key 

Sheet Name Sheet Description 

Database Table Summary Provides database and table descriptions; table 
names, table use, and recommended actions 

NMCRISSignOn Provides the name of tables, fields, field type, 
field description, field use, and recommended 
action for every table in the NMCRIS database 

GISDATA_PRISTINE GIS database where geospatial layers are hosted. 
Spreadsheet provides tables name, table 
descriptions, and recommended actions 

Report Server_Unused Provides the name of tables, table description, 
and recommended action for every table in the 
ReportServer database 

ONMCRIS_Unused Provides the name of tables, fields, field type, 
field description, field use, and recommended 
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action for every table in the ONMCRIS database 

ReportServerTempDB_Unused Provides the name of tables, fields, field type, 
field description, field use, and recommended 
action for every table in the 
ReportServerTempDB database 

ArcGISServerSignOn_Unused Provides the name of tables, fields, field type, 
field description, field use, and recommended 
action for every table in the ArcGISServerSignOn 
database 

 

Database Spreadsheet Header Key 

To help navigate through the spreadsheets, some key tables are provided below. These tables describe 
the spreadsheet headers and explain field descriptions. 

 

Table 16.0 Database spreadsheet header key 

Field Description 

Table Name Name of the table within the database 

Field Name Exact field name within the table 

Role PK: Primary Key 
FK: Foreign Key 

Field Type Describes the type of input the field can accept  

Description Describes the data in the field, the location within the NMCRIS application, 
or the purpose of the field 

Use Used: Identifies fields that have a use for archival searches, or are currently 
being populated by NMCRIS user input 
Unused: Identifies fields no longer serving a purpose through the application 
or archives 

Action Recommended future state ‘Action’ for the table or field 

 

Database Spreadsheet Attribute Key 
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The field descriptions are not always indicative of the data.  Instead, the descriptions might reference 
the origin of the field or the automated population method. Examples are provided below. 

Table 17.0  Database spreadsheet attribute key 

Field Description 

binary code Field populated with only 1 or 0 

legacy field References a field that existed in the database ONMCRIS and was migrated 
into NMCRIS post-2010 

flag item Attributes are either “NULL” or “X”; field is populated by a checkbox on the 
application or some other method of automated entry 

UID Unique Identifier; these indicate no record value is ever duplicated within 
the field as they must relate to a single row 

 

Since there are two database iterations (the initial template implementation and then the edits and 
migration in 2010), it is informative to identify all remaining legacy tables and fields. Initially, the goal 
was to eliminate all remaining legacy fields where a table or field had replaced them in the 2010 
iteration. However, due to an involved field and NMCRIS application review, it is evident that some 
legacy fields are still being used. Although the fields are no longer being populated, the data is still 
‘searchable’ within the application. These will ultimately need to be consolidated into a single table. In 
other instances, where legacy fields are unused, they should be removed from the production database 
and archived. 

Digital File Directory  

Using the NMCRIS Application, the path of the retrievable PDFs, located on the activity tab provided 
insight into where the application created and stored documents. Once on the application server, a 
thorough review of the C:// drive produced the following information: 

 

Table 18.0 File directories 

164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 

File Path C:\NMCRISEDocs 
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File Size 29.4 GB 

Number of files 20,785 Files 

File Formats JPEG, Text, ODF, GIF, TIFF, Rich Text Document, DOC 

Description Storage location for various forms., The folder acts 
as a storage location for cultural resource 
investigation  file attachments added by users.  

 

 

 

164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 

File Path C:\NMCRISHCPIDocs 

File Size 19.3 GB 

Number of files 14,082 Files 

File Formats File folders 

Description This folder contains HCPI-related electronic 
documents. They are organized in groups of 1000 
records, with individual folders for records inside of 
the big (1000 number) folder. The 1000-increment 
folders are named To_nnnn where nnnn is some 
number, indicating the HIGHEST HCPI number stored 
in the folder. Within the 10000 entry folder, 
resources are numbered as HCPI_nnn where nnnn is 
the number. The application automatically 
generates new folders as needed according to the 
naming conventions. The subfolders are organized 
by ‘approved’ and ‘proposed’. 
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164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 

File Path  C:\NMCRISLADocs 

File Size 105 GB 

Number of files 48,821 Files; 223,569 Folders 

File Formats PDF 

Description This folder contains all LA-related electronic 
documents. They are organized in groups of 1000 
records, with individual folders for records inside of 
the big (1000 number) folder. The 1000-increment 
folders are named To_nnnn where nnnn is some 
number, indicating the HIGHEST LA number stored in 
the folder. Within the 10000 entry folder, resources 
are numbered as LA_nnn where nnnn is the number. 
The application automatically generates new folders 
as needed according to the naming conventions. 

 

 

164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 

File Path C:\NMCRISLADOCSTEST 

File Size 19.1 MB 

Number of files 30 Files; 285 Folders 

File Formats File Folders 
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Description This folder contains a test subset of LA-related 
electronic documents. They are organized in groups 
of 1000 records, with individual folders for records 
inside of the big (1000 number) folder. The 
1000-increment folders are named To_nnnn where 
nnnn is some number, indicating the HIGHEST LA 
number stored in the folder. Within the 10000 entry 
folder, resources are numbered as LA_nnn where 
nnnn is the number. 

 

 

 

 

164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 

File Path C:\NMCRISReportTemplates 

File Size 117 KB 

Number of files 2 Files 

File Formats DOC File 

Description Template documents called by the NMCRIS 
application to create and store NIAF/LA/ HCPI 
Summary and Base Forms. The templates are called 
by the HCPIReportCaller.aspx, initiated by NMCRIS 
with the NMCRISCTA/CTA_Activity/CTA_Report 
form.  

 

 

164.64.52.196 Application Server  

Purpose Details 
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File Path C:\NMCRISSRDocs 

File Size 5.71 GB 

Number of files 7,234 Files; 1,755 Folders 

File Formats PDF 

Description Contains electronic SR documents. The file directory 
is organized by site name (ie. 0001_Abo Mission 
Ruin, 0003_Aztec Mill). Within each folder, maps 
and documentation are stored as PDFs. 

 

Roles and Privileges 

User roles and system privileges  

User roles define the permissible access to view and edit parts of the NMCRIS application. There are 12 
user roles that were reviewed and defined after initial development.  The different roles control what 
information can be seen and edited.  The 4 major categories are: 1) Permission to edit archaeology 
data, 2) Permission to edit built-environment data, 3) Permission to edit the State Register data, and 4) 
Permission to carry out administrative functions.  They can be seen in Appendix F: User Roles. 
 

The roles are listed with these attributes and permissions: 

1. Name 
2. Number 
3. Organization 
4. Edit archaeology CSA 
5. Edit architecture CSA 
6. Editable feature classes 
7. Edit Workflow CTA 
8. Edit Workflow CSA 
9. Edit State Register CTA 
10. Edit State Register CSA 
11. Editing Scope CSA/CTA 
12. Organization/User Admin 
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13. Login/Logout 
14. HCPI Admin 
15. Billing 
16. Delete Archaeology records 
17. Delete Architecture records 

These roles will be evaluated in the next deliverable for consolidation or for adding new roles. 

Reporting Tools 

The application generates a number of reports to make information in the database more readily 
accessible.  There are several ways that users can view NMCRIS information in a reportable view.  This 
ranges from a simple query of a feature to a complete report.  NMCRIS generates formatted reports, as 
in the Activity Summary.  It creates exportable results list after a query, as in specific resources within a 
Quad.  And it returns attribute information upon a spatial click, as in the Identify tool. Here is a list of 
the reportable information that can be generated. Most reports are accessible to all users. Access to a 
few reports is restricted based upon user roles.  

There are limitations of these reports.  Stakeholders report some reports are incomplete or do not 
return the most useful information. There is little standardization of either report content or file format 
(pdf, rtf, xls, csv, etc.).  And the access to the report information could be more readily available in 
fewer clicks. 

Table 19.0 Reporting tools 

Name Location Format Purpose HPD 
Action 
Keep 
Modify 
Remove 

NIAF CTA/Activity 
List 
and Reports 
Tab 

HTML 
PDF 

Displays the NMCRIS Investigation Abstract 
Form.  Viewed in HTML or exported to XLSX, RTF, 
and PDF. 

 

Activity 
Summary 

CTA/Activity 
List 
and Reports 
Tab 

HTML 
PDF 

Displays the summary details of an Activity. 
Viewed in HTML or exported to PDF. 

 

Activity List CTA/Activity PDF Display a file containing limited information for  
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List XLS those records that meet the query criteria.  The 
output  includes Activity number, Type, Acres, 
Resource Count, and other data fields. 

Activity 
List 

Queries Tab PDF 
DOC 
XLS 
CSV 

Display a list of activities queried by Number, 
Performing Agency and Year, USGS Quad Name, 
PLSS data, Author, Preparer Report Number, 
Other Report Numbers, Report Title, or HPD Log 
Number 

 

Laboratory 
of 
Anthropolog
y Site Record 

CTA/Resourc
e List 
and Reports 
Tab 

HTML 
PDF 
RTF 

Displays the information related to the site 
record.  Viewed in HTML or exported to PDF. 
Export to RTF is most common as its editable in 
Word. 

 

Archaeologic
al Site 
Summary 

CTA/Resourc
e List 
and Reports 
Tab 

HTML 
PDF 

Displays the Archaeological Site Summary. 
Viewed in multiple formats but PDF is most 
common as it does not require editing. 

 

Resource List CTA/Resourc
e List 
 

PDF 
XLS 

Displays a list of resources containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria.  This includes Resource Number, 
Resource Type, Label, and Activity Number. 

 

Resource 
List 

Queries Tab PDF 
DOC 
XLS 
CSV 

Displays a list of resources containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. Records may be queried by Name, 
Site Number, USGS Quad Name, or PLSS data. 
The attributes listed include the resource type, 
number, age, and other data fields. 

 

HCPI Base 
Form 

CTA/Resourc
e List 
and Reports 

DOC On click downloads a DOC version of the HCPI 
Base Form for offline editing. 

 

Historic 
Structure 
Summary 

CTA/Resourc
e List 
and Reports 
Tab 

DOC On click downloads a DOC version of HCPI 
Summary report. 

 

Log In / Log 
Out List 

CTA/Log 
In/Log Out 

PDF 
DOC 

Displays a file containing limited information for 
those records that meet the query criteria. This 
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XLS 
CSV 

includes Date In, Date Due, and Date Out. 

Journal 
Entries 

CTA/LILO/Jou
rnal Entries 

PDF 
DOC 
XLS 

Displays a file containing limited information for 
those records that meet the query criteria. This 
includes LILO Id, Log Entry Type, and D Date (Due 
Date). 

 

Agreements CTA/LILO/Loo
kup 
Tables/Agree
ments 

XLS Displays an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes Start Date, End Date, 
Agreement Description, and Obsolete. 

 

Login 
Standard 
Comments 

CTA/LILO/Loo
kup Standard 
Comments 

XLS Displays an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes Response Type and Is 
Obsolete. 

 

HPD Staff CTA/LILO/Loo
kup Tables/ 
HPD Staff 

XLS Display an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes Initials and Is 
Obsolete. 

 

Lead 
Agencies 

CTA/LILO/Loo
kup Tables/ 
Lead 
Agencies 

XLS Display an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes Lead Agency and Is 
Obsolete. 

 

Senders CTA/LILO/Loo
kup Tables/ 
Senders 

XLS Display an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes Senders and Is 
Obsolete. 

 

File Locations CTA/LILO/Loo
kup 
Tables/File 
Locations 

XLS Displays an Excel file containing limited 
information for those records that meet the 
query criteria. This includes File Locations and Is 
Obsolete. 

 

Register 
Properties 
List 

CTA/State 
Register 

PDF 
XLS 

Displays a list of register properties containing 
limited information for those records that meet 
the query criteria. This includes Property Name, 
NR Number, NHL Status, and locational 
information. 
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Register 
Property 
detail 

CTA/State 
Register/Vie
w 
Information 

HTML Displays detailed information about an individual 
Register Property, including links to associated 
scanned documents 

 

Identify 
Dialog 

CSA/Spatial 
Toolbar 

HTML Reports Object ID and District Number for 
selected features. 

 

HPD Report Does not 
exist 

- Annual reporting numbers that are manually 
derived from various inputs. 

 

Billing Report Billing Tab - Role 25 is able to export an Excel sheet.  Monthly 
billing that is created through MS Access queries 
and a license of Quickbooks located on an older 
PC. 

 

 

Application Instances 

The purpose for identifying and describing application instances is to define the ‘current state’ and 
eventually identify ‘future state’ requirements. An in-depth understanding of the current environment 
will support the implementation of best practices for ‘future state’.  

Application architecture environment 

1. A Development Environment does not exist. A legacy development environment previously 
existed on AWS Cloud but was migrated to the Test Environment with original deployment. 

2. Test or Staging (164.64.52.202): A Virtual Machine located on DCA network. The Test Server 
holds the NMCRIS Application, the databases associated with the application, and ArcGIS 
services files. However only the ArcGIS data resides on the Test Server. Test services are not 
actually running on the Test Server.  Services have not been setup to replicate the Application 
Server. Thus, the environment does not currently have a fully functional test deployment. 

3. Production (164.64.52.196): A Virtual Machine located on DCA network. The production Server 
has the NMCRIS production application accessed by internal and external clients. The 
application is located within the wwwroot folder on the C:// drive. The files containing the 
application source code and the geospatial application components are so named, NMCRISCTA 
and NMCRISSpatial. Additionally, the production server has the ArcGIS services required for the 
geospatial mapping component within the NMCRIS application. In conjunction with the services, 
a single ArcGIS Server license exists on the server to manage the map services. 
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Database architecture environment 

4. A Development Environment does not exist. The legacy development environment previously 
existed on AWS Cloud but was migrated to Test Environment with original deployment. 

5. Test or Staging (164.64.52.202): A Virtual Machine located on DCA network. The Test Server 
holds the NMCRIS Application, the databases associated with the application, and ArcGIS 
services files. The databases located on the Test Server include copies of production databases, 
copies of test databases, and copies of temporary databases. 

6. Production (164.64.52.195): The production database server consists of production databases, 
test databases, and temporary databases. The databases connect to the application through 
geospatial services.  

 

 

Disaster and recovery protocol 

The disaster a recovery protocol details were provided by DCA IT. Two backup systems exist: local and 
offsite. No current protocol exists for server specific availability. 

1. Server Availability 
a. Application Server: The current architecture does not support an active-passive or 

active-active availability. If the application server is unavailable, users experience 
down-time until the application server is restored. In the future, a single-machine 
high-availability configuration would be recommended. 

b. Database Server: The current architecture does not support an active-passive or 
active-active availability. If the database server is unavailable, users experience 
down-time until the database server is restored. In the future, a single-machine 
high-availability configuration would be recommended. 

2. Local Storage - DCA VM 

Shadow copies are created on 4 hour intervals and stored locally, on each server.  These copies 
are overwritten with each backup.  If local storage is corrupted, a backup could be retrieved 
from the State Library ‘data center’ with minimal effort. 

3. Data Center - State Library Site 

Depending on the VM, full system backups are created on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
cadence or Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday cadence.  Backups are stored offsite at the State Library 
Data Center.  Backups are kept for 30 days.  If the ‘data center’ experienced a catastrophic 
event, no additional backups would be available to restore onsite.  However, DCA would hope to 
restore the local backup, if necessary.  The Application Server and Database Server could 
continue to function normally even if the ‘data center’ was inaccessible. However, if both the 
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‘data center’ and the local storage are corrupted, DCA IT will have exhausted it’s backup file 
resources. 

Existing Documentation 

All the known issues were collected from these documents:  1) NMCRIS known user issues v5, 2) Widget 
list, 3) Support requests from ARMS and IT staff. 

1. Table of ARMS known issues 

This existing document was clarified and reformatted to create the NMCRIS Known User Issues 
document presented in the next section.  Here is a link to the original document from ARMS. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11bZj__zsr9qqSgGy7_T6plU9SCu7CioC53jTYVVY1Y8 

2. Table of Widget list entries 

ARMS maintains a widget list of customer service requests identified by category.  Here is a link 
to the original document from ARMS. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=19LY8oN6kJCASFo7GH3Y5v2z4wX0r77IMu-rHxqKikzo 

IGIST conducted a review on the frequency of support issues occuring for the last 3 years.  The 
top area that costs DCA time is the scanning and uploading of legacy records which is 
unavoidable.  But the next highest volume support requests (basic custom queries and password 
resets) can be corrected with systematic changes. 

Table 20.0 Summary of Widget List support requests 

Request Type 2016 2017 2018 

Basic custom query 242 211 216 

Complex custom query 28 12 21 

Data dump 0 0 1 

GIS Fix: sites/surveys 78 58 79 

HCPI inquiry 9 5 15 

NMCRIS Account 
Application 

52 46 58 

NMCRIS edits 171 182 219 
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Password assistance 538 551 569 

Procedural questions 110 75 57 

Scan/Uploads 695 736 687 

SR/NR inquiry 13 6 32 

Technical questions 69 52 35 

User agreement 49 47 53 

Other 227 176 262 

Total 2297 2167 2319 

 

3. System Outages evidence 

DCA IT was queried and this was the email response from Doug Patinka on system outages. 

----- 

Since Jan 1, 2018, there have been NMCRIS 10 tickets submitted through the DCA Helpdesk 
system. Of these, 2 were related to problems access/modifying files within the network drives. 
The remaining eight required a reboot or restart of services. I also have seen 6 email requests 
during the same time period. Each of these were related to the map services.  

I also have recorded tickets of internet outages at ARMS in Feb., March, April, and August. In 
each of those events, multiple users were affected. These are not related to the NMCRIS 
application, but rather problems with DNS or DHCP. Last week we implemented a new DHCP 
server, and hope that with this change the problems will be eliminated. 

There were likely additional requests made of the IT staff that did not make it into the Helpdesk 
system or my email box. 

-----  

4. Table of Support Requests, via emails from support 

This was not needed as support request emails illustrating issues have been logged into 
documents above. 
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In addition to these issues, many items were collected from each of the stakeholder interviews.  This 
represents a comprehensive view of known issues from internal and external sources.  

Known Problems  

A survey of all documents and stakeholder interviews has been categorized in the worksheet provided 
in Appendix G:  Known Problems.  

 

The goal was to document each issue so that it could be actionably interpreted by both the Executive 
Committee to prioritize the development and by the development team to assess level of effort to 
address.  IGIST worked with ARMS staff member Scott Geister to clarify descriptions and locations 
within the user interface.  Duplicates were removed when issues were reported by more than one 
person or if they were not related to NMCRIS software development. 

The Scope of Work asked that all issues be labeled by these categories: 

1. Browser compatibility  
2. Internet Connectivity 
3. Input/Output Processes 
4. User Interface 
5. Data Compatibility  
6. Import Export Routines 
7. Application Reports  
8. HPD Reporting 

IGIST felt that some new categories would help differentiate the issues and make it easier to prioritize 
them.  These are the additional categories that IGIST applied to the document. 

1. User Experience  
2. Database Edit 
3. Roles Change 
4. Spatial Data  

There are 275 individually recorded system issues that are documented and categorized in one of the 
12 categories.  The details can be seen within the spreadsheet for individual issues, but here is a 
summary of the known issues with examples of the larger problems. 
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Table 21.0 Known issue categories 
 

Category 1 Browser compatibility - when functionality was compromised due to newer releases 
of internet browsers. 

NMCRIS was setup to be compatible with Internet Explorer, Mozilla, and Chrome for testing and 
implementation in 2010.  After the implementation, there have been over a dozen new releases for 
each browser with no maintenance or testing protocol to keep pace with browsers.  The system 
works in current browsers with the exception of a couple key issues:  an unsynchronized cursor that 
mis-positions selections in the map service.  The mis-postioned cursor causes the application to 
identify or select features other than those the user intended. This severely hampers the user's 
ability to interact with online geographic features.  Secondly, users are unable to see dynamic 
coordinates for the cursor on the map which used to be seen in previous versions.  Technical support 
calls regularly cite these issues causing a drain on resources.  

Category 2 Internet Connectivity - when performance for data entry or retrieval was 
substandard. 

There were no logs of poor internet connectivity from HPD or external users.  However ARMS 
commonly reports daily variations in internet connectivity.  The impact to ARMS is: 1) Slow login 
times 2) Decreased efficiency in editing data due to slow system response times 3) Cases of failed 
saves/lost data, and 4) Poor customer service to work through problems in real time.  HPD and ARMS 
are served with high bandwidth fiber internet so the source seems adequate.  However, the path of 
information requests was traced through the DCA network configuration. And it was found that 
internal user requests are being asked to travel outside the firewall and then back in which causes a 
delay.  Speed tests were performed and confirm a wide range of internet speeds within ARMS so 
there needs to be an additional check on the networking hardware for each ARMS system.  Also, the 
Bataan Building is served with higher bandwidth than the Laboratory of Anthropology Building, so a 
bandwidth upgrade should be considered for the latter which serves as a support center for users 
across the state.  
 
Although, not quite in the internet connectivity category, there is data on system downtime.  DCA IT 
provided a system outage account for 2018. The total was 4 outages that were not related to 
NMCRIS architecture.  These were settings on the DNS Server side that has had a fix applied.  So it is 
evident that the application itself is very stable in the amount of uptime it has provided. 

Category 3 Input/Output Processes - when users performed data entry or queried the database 
for a list or report. 

Many users reported the same pervasive problems in this area.  First, the end users were frustrated 
with the lack of completely editable/reportable forms for both LA/HCPI.  Users have to do a lot of 
extra work to their data input process since parts of these forms are grayed out because they were 
never enabled in the database.  And when they request a report, less than 100% of the information 
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known about a resource is reported back.  Users want a completely digital input/output of 100% of 
the information in the forms.  Secondly, it is slow to both upload and download documents such as 
scans, photos, reports to the system.  Here were the upload times measured by Scott Geister and to 
do 4 routine file uploads: 

Clicks               Upload Time  
1. Activities                        7                       37 sec 
2. LA                                    9                       87 sec 
3. HCPI                                8                       139 sec 
4. State Register                6                       40 sec  

Each of these uploads is handled slightly differently in the user interface and should be standardized 
and maybe generated from a central location. 

Category 4 User Interface - when the interface was unclear or needed enhancement to conduct 
Input/Output. 

The user interface has many correctable issues such as spacing of buttons, adding default values, and 
removing redundant data entry in the forms.  One example is in the LA form where the table of 
eligibility is viewed. The user can only see the first 10 records as the table will not advance to the 
next page. As another example, there are several form input fields which are confined by a limited 
number of characters which forces users to spend extra time editing in another format and uploading 
descriptive text.  

Category 5 Data Compatibility - when data is not compatible in the exchange between SQL 
Server, MS Access, and ESRI ArcGIS. 

Data is incompatible when a formatted BigINT field in NMCRIS can’t be read by MS Access or ESRI 
ArcGIS.  To overcome this, an arduous series of queries and table reformatting steps must be 
performed once per quarter to generate a table of information that is provided to external paying 
stakeholders.  This can be addressed by reformatting these field types in the next version of the SQL 
Server database.  The field names are not intuitive and are missing metadata descriptions. 
Additionally, there is still a reliance on the legacy Oracle database where values are still being read by 
the NMCRIS code.  

Category 6 Import Export Routines- when there were inefficiencies in import and export 
routines. 

The database is a result of a ‘partial’ database migration from Oracle to SQL Server.  There are still 
references to the legacy Oracle Database.  These references might be for unused fields and tables, 
and other times for lookup tables that were never migrated to SQL Server.  These were likely 
placeholder tables that were in a holding pattern needed for planned development.  From an Admin 
perspective, several MS Access custom queries were created to pull essential information into a data 
export.  This is tedious and confusion exists about what parts of the database are needed to export 
information to external users.  This puts into question if MS Access should be used in the future as it 
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is tedious and introduces field formatting problems.  
 
From an End User perspective, file uploads are a form of import.  The file upload mechanisms are not 
consistent between the different types of documents.  
 
From the CSA view, a ‘Clip and Ship’ function would allow users to perform their own personal 
download of features and tabular records for resources in an area of interest.  This is a common 
request that tech support regularly receives. 

Category 7 Application Reports - when the retrieval of reports is inefficient or incomplete. 

Users are looking for reporting tools that offer relevant and complete information.  Within the map 
service the identify tool returns some unneeded data, such as Object ID and GISStatus.  Users 
mention several items that would be more useful from this function.  For the resources reports, there 
are requests to view all information related to the resource, instead of having to go deeper to access 
attached documents, or status.  On the Resource Query lists, it would save time to see two items: an 
indicator of attached documents and DOE status.  The Known Issues List uncovers what information 
is most useful and how people want to access it. 

Category 8 HPD Reporting - when HPD metrics and annual reporting is not met by the 
application. 

HPD has reporting requirements for its Historic Preservation Fund grant and Five-year Plans that are 
not met by the current application.   Examples are totals for Reconnaissance Areas and for 
Architectural Surveys.  The data input forms do not ask users for these specific values so HPD must 
estimate these figures in a time-consuming manual process.  

Category 9 User Experience - when an existing workflow could be improved or a new one 
created. 

This was the most common category for reported issues.  Some of these issues will require a redesign 
of the workflow to improve User Experience.  A good example would be to streamline the prefield 
query workflow by providing a clip-and-ship tool to provide users with resource numbers and shapes 
for an area of interest.  Other issues might be resolved by improving the information that is returned 
by the Identify tool in the map service. With archaeological sites, for instance, show the DOE, 
assemblage counts, cultural affiliation, periods of occupation, the site number, and a hyperlink to the 
report.  There are also many cases in the known issues document where users have identified ‘Too 
many clicks’ to achieve a desired result.  Users want to access  information more easily or do some 
processes in batch.  Redundant data entry is mentioned as an issue several times.  Part of the 
problem is the design of the forms which ask for information more than once. 

Category 10 Database Edit - when there was errant database values or new database values that 
needed to be edited. 
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There were several items related to the need to edit the database to offer users different domain 
values for data entry.  The most commonly reported need was the Lead Agency picklist which needs 
attention to standardize values.  A list should be decided upon that is comprehensive and logical.  For 
example, US Fish and Wildlife Service, USFWS, and FWS appear in different picklists but all refer to 
the same agency.  
 
Although not specifically a database edit, there are issues with the file directory structure and how it 
is accessed.  A user should be placed at a default directory location for data storage and retrieval to 
reduce clicks.  These issues were categorized here since it dealt with data storage. 

Category 11 Roles Change - when permissions needed to be altered for roles or new roles 
created. 

Several role changes were suggested.  It seems evident that less roles are needed with increased 
permissions.  For instance, permit a record owner to edit records in the Cultural Resource Findings 
tab or let a Reviewer be able to log in projects instead of just the administrator.  These are both 
appropriate for the role and would save time by eliminating the need to involve another party. 
Another good example is the unnecessary limitation of permissions for the User Admin and Billing 
roles. For instance, neither role can access the CSA.  This is no operational reason for this.  

Category 12 Spatial Data - when the spatial data needed to be edited or improved with new 
layers. 

There were a couple of symbology and label enhancements identified by users.  In terms of data 
layers, there is some data that isn’t used like the NAIP imagery.  Some users requested other 
background layers, such as the Google Imagery Service, Land Ownership, and Counties Layer. 
Another very useful addition would be an addressing layer. Currently there is no means to search for 
and zoom to a street address. 
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Table 22.0 Known issues summary 

Item Category Count 

1 Browser Compatibility 5 

2 Internet Connectivity 4 

3 Input/Output Processes 12 

4 User Interface 82 

5 Data Compatibility 1 

6 Import/Export Routines 11 

7 Application Reports 4 

8 HPD Reporting 5 

9 User Experience 106 

10 Database Edit 16 

11 Roles Change 18 

12 Spatial Data 11 

 Total 275 

 

 

As-Is Environment Report Deliverables 

Sub 1 – Draft Report 

Draft report submitted 9/5/18 as a Google Doc with associated digital links. 
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Sub 2 – Revisions to Draft 

Draft report submitted again on 9/25/18 as a Google Doc with associated digital links. 

Sub 3 – Submit Final Report  

Final report: NMCRIS Environment Report_v5 submitted on 11/7/18 as a PDF with associated digital 
links. 
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